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Hello 

I would like to provide some comment around the supply of high cost goods under the PBS. Much 

has been made of the impact of the Hepatitis-C products and the burden they are placing on 

community pharmacies (which is significant). I believe this discussion also needs to include the much 

broader range of products that cost $2000-5000 which are far more commonly dispensed. Most of 

the discussion has been around the cash flow implications of these products, where a profit is only 

made after the GST is recovered, by which time overdraft fees have taken up most of the $70 odd 

dollars that we are paid. If community pharmacy is to bear the risk of providing these products there 

needs to be some profit to reflect that risk. We are all small businesses who need to pay our staff 

and landlords, and are having to decide either to run out of basic dispensary lines for all customers 

and order expensive drugs, or make these patients wait until there are sufficient funds to pay the 

wholesaler. Hitting wholesaler credit limits is now a regular occurrence with these lines coming in to 

play so we may not have time to wait until the claim comes in before we need to make payment. If 

we actually made a profit selling these lines the timing would not be so critical, banks may even 

agree to increase overdrafts to facilitate supply, and pharmacist would not be forced to decide who 

will get their medication first. 

 

I believe that if the government tried to force terms on any other business that required them to 

purchase and supply goods or services to the value of $27,000 and only pay $70 dollars they would 

be flatly refused and there would probably be a massive public outcry. Why pharmacists should be 

forced into such an arrangement is beyond me. It is not fair to the small community pharmacies that 

have to tell long-time customers that they can’t afford to supply their medicines, and it is not fair to 

the larger pharmacies that have to keep a constant eye on their cash flow and wholesale credit 

limits. 

 

In summary it is not just the cash flow implications of these products that needs to be examined, but 

allowing a margin of profit to the pharmacy to somewhat reduce the risk in dispensing high value 

products. 
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